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7D5N NEW FUN HONSHU
TOKYO/MTFUJI/HAMAMATSU LAKE/NAGOYA/LAKE BIWA/KYOTO/OSAKA

DAY 1 Singapore
- Narita Airport
Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport
for your flight to Narita Airport.

DAY 2 Narita
Airport (NRT)/Narita
Hotel
NaritaHiltonHotel or similar class

Arrive at Narita airport, proceed to ho-
tel by hotel shuttle bus. (passenger own
arrange, without meet & greet service)
After check in, free at own leisure.

DAY 3
Narita/Tokyo/Mt.Fuji
Fujinno Boukaen Hotel or similar
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
[Tokyo Imperial Palace] ，at
Nijubashi – Tokyo’s Most Famous
Bridge (Nijubashi) take picture as a
souvenir.
After boarding 45th storey at Tokyo
Metropolitan Government Building ,
Aerial view of Tokyo city(Free and easy
shopping in duty free shop).Board tour
bus and proceed to Sensō-ji
(Buddhist temple)，viewing of (Tokyo
Sky Tree) Name as “Tallest tower” in
the world.Will proceed to one of the
world's three major street for free and
easy shopping.(Ginza Street)
Mount Fuji area to stay at the spa hotel
in the evening,Hot springs,delicious
food.

Tour Code: 5NHSHFUN
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DAY 4 Mount Fuji / Hamamatsu

Lake
Okura Act City Hotel or similar
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

[Oshino Hakkai] Small village in a scenic setting
with 8 ponds, views of Mt. Fuji & vendors of food
& souvenirs. [Mt. Fuji 5th Station]
Approximately the halfway point of the Yoshida
Trail, which leads from Fujiyoshida Sengen
Shrine at the mountain's base to the summit of
Mount Fuji. [Peace Park] Located in Nagasaki,
Japan, commemorating the atomic bombing of
the city on August 9, 1945 during World War II. It
is next to the Atomic Bomb Museum and near the
Peace Memorial Hall. [Yamanakako
hananomiyako Park ] Located at the area of
Lake Yamanakako, the nearest lake to Mt. Fuji, is
a flower park in the highland 1,000m above sea
level where you can enjoy various kinds of
flowers from spring to autumn. “Seiryu-no-sato
(Home of spring water)” in the park has the
Myojin waterfall, a greenhouse dome, and an
exhibition site of lava of Mt. Fuji.

DAY 5 Hamamatsu Lake /
Nagoya/Lake Biwa
Biwako Hotel or similar
(Breakfast/Lunch)

After breakfast will proceed to Factory outlet for shopping.
[AtsutaShrine] is oneofShinto'smost important shrines.
ItenshrinestheSunGoddessAmaterasuandstores

the sacred sword Kusanagi, which is one of the three
imperial regalia. Note, however, that the sword is never
displayed to thepublic.AtsutaShrinestands inapleasant,
woodedpark in southernNagoya.During theMeijiPeriod,
the shrine was remodeled after the Ise Shrines in the
purelyJapaneseShinmei-zukuri architecturestyle.

[Omihachiman] that sits at the foot of Mt. Hachiman-
yama in the center of Shiga, is a castle town of
Hachiman-yama-jo. The castle was built in 1585 on the
eastern shore Japan's largest lake, Lake Biwa. It is also
knownasabase town forOmi-shonin, orOmimerchants.
The quaint streets with lattice windows, the pine trees
stretching out from the gardens of private residence,
'udatsu' (roof of unusual shape) and the Hachiman-bori
area that was the hub of ship transport all are listed and
preserved as a national important preservation district for
thegroupofhistoricbuildings.

DAY 6 Nagoya / Nara / Kyoto /
Osaka
Shinjuku Washington Hotel or Similar
(Breakfast/Lunch)

[Kinkakuji Golden Pavilion] Formally known
as Rokuonji, the temple was the retirement villa
of the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, and
according to his will it became a Zen temple of
the Rinzai sect after his death in 1408.
Kinkakuji is an impressive structure built
overlooking a large pond, and is the only
building left of Yoshimitsu's former retirement
complex. After Nishijin Textile Center , will
proceed to Osaka Castle [Osakajo] (not
include entrance fee)construction of Osaka
Castle (Ōsakajō) started in 1583 on the former

site of the Ishiyama Honganji Temple, which had
been destroyed by Oda Nobunaga thirteen years
earlier. Continue our journey to Shinsaibashi -
Shinsaibashi is a district in the Chūō-ku ward of
Osaka, Japan and the city's main shopping area. At
its center is Shinsaibashi-suji, a covered shopping
street, that is north of Dōtonbori and parallel and
east of Mido-suji street. With a history of 380 years, it
was already an established shopping area in the Edo
Period. Shops of all kinds and for all ages line the
street, a roofed arcade 600 meters long.

DAY 7 Kansai Airport/ Singapore

(Breakfast)

Free at own leisure, proceed to Kansai Airport by own
arrangement. You may proceed to airport by airport
limousine bus. (passenger own arrange, without guide
service,busfarebyownexpenses)

• Include tour guide tips.
• It is compulsory for all tour participants to
complete the full itinerary. In the event of not
complying the requirement, rest of the tour will
be abandon, hotel will be cancel and a penalty
surcharge of SGD70/pax/day

• No refundfor noshowandanyunused portion
of the packages or during tour

• The above itinerary is for reference only, and is
subject to any necessary changes in
accordance to local requirement.

• Final and correct accordance of itinerary will be
based on Chinese version itinerary. All hotel
ratings are based on local terms
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